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The country that lies north of the ocean and south of the snowy mountains is called Bharatam, there dwell the descendants of Bharata.

I salute that country of mine, whose forehead is purified/ sanctified by river Ganga and waist part by river Narmada.

I salute that country of mine, whose dress is adorned/ decorated by the Holy places like Kashi, Prayag, Mathura, Vrindavan, Dwaravati, Sukanchi, Vidisha.
I salute that country of mine, whose water tastes like nectar, breeze carries fragrance, where people are of different language, culture, nature yet follow their Dharma as compassion/loving kindness. Whose land is like a compound/country yard where there is unity in diversity.

I salute that country of mine, whose glory is always being sung by Gods. Well-wishing for others is the only thing considered worth doing. Where there is no fear because of the teaching of sages and which also destroys sins.
I salute that country of mine, where Himalaya is the greatest mountain, land is filled with precious stones, bones becomes a weapon (Vajra from bones of sage Dadhichi) and forests are filled with green grass. Where some worship Goddess Parvati and some to Lord Shiva. I salute that country of mine, even today whose morality/ conduct/ prudence and the announcement of universal brotherhood astonishes many. I salute to the flag which comprises of three colors.

I salute that country of mine, which has good governance, who is capable, independent and
great.
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